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Concept



I brought you flours

Believe me, you’re misled by the notion that things were better in 
the old days. I’m quite pleased about the fact that we’re not being 
killed by stray viruses, that engineers know how to plug a leak in a 
borehole, or that I can overcome my fear of new things. The va-
pid argumentation; that tomatoes used to taste better in the past, 
doesn’t warrant a return to old values. Yet, I do observe how you 
and me - and everybody we know - are attracted to clear conditions 
and the power of plainness: a well-maintained workshop. A piece of 
good bread.
To elaborate further, I would have to “swing wide” and the answer 
would only lead to new questions, so we’d be discussing this until 
tomorrow. Therefore, I will simply assume that it is in the simplicity 
that we are looking for the essential (and will find it there).

But back to the bread. I refer to good bread; baked by an artisan 
with the consciousness of doing a good job for the task at hand 
- with routine, diligence and patience. A baker who selects the 
wheat, who grinds it to flour, who lets the dough rise for three, four, 
five days - before he fires up the oven and bakes his bread. I’m 
talking about the kind of bread that tastes best with only butter, the 
bread coming from my oven into your exhibition hall, into your bake-
ry, call it workshop. And, if butter is not enough for you, I will add 
mushrooms, vegetables, salt or herbs to it. Take a glass of wine, 
that’s all that’s needed. And when you sit down at the table, I will 
shut up.
You will see the forest. Despite all the trees. You will see it, just like 
in the past, when it stretched from Milan to Kortrijk.
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Structure
The main structure of the bar is 
made of two parallel walls overlaid 
by a cantilever roof frame, caping 
the whole surface oft he stand. All 
structural and furnishing elements 
follow one construction princip-
le: bearing frames are planked by 
pegboards.

Layout
Black dots, made of signing foil 
provide a overall grid, defining 
the floor surface of the stand. 
The central area of the three-part 
layout accomodates an open space 
bakery. Above the counter a shelf 
exposes fresh baked bread. Two 
long dining areas offer 24 seats 
each. A lighting band, shaded by 
a pegboard provides a spacial 
limitation to the ceiling and casts 
smooth light onto the table. The 
crew enters the bakery from the 
back side, where also the collector 
for used trays is located.
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Front View Service and Bar
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Back View CC



Section DD

Section Service

Bakery

The various doughs are manufactured and 
matured in a nearby bakery. Ready doughs 
are stored in a fridge, prepared and baked 
on site in a mobile bakers oven. The pro-
jected space allows the preparation of 400 
meals, the bakery capacity reaches 120 kg 
of bread a day.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

80 m2

48 seats

100 m2

72 seats

120 m2

96 seats

74 m2

48 seats

Variability



Construction principle,



timberstructure
mitred corners
corrugated nails

pegboards

nails

Timberstructure
38x38mm
Milred corners
Corrugated Nails

Pegboard

Nails

shown at the excample of the stool
(identical to tables and supporting 
walls).
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Light



Prototype
Scale 1:1

1:20

Light band
Timber structure hanging on 
steel rope

Pegboard

Nails



Craft

60 Used T-shirts sponsored by John Ba-
ker Ltd, Zurich. Cut in 3001 stripes. Pulled 
trough pegboard as an embroidery. 

The project’s concept is founded on crafts-
menship and simplicity. The handmade, 
ready baked bread, the immediacy of the 
bakery and the overall pegboard surfaces 
are the main elements, recalling a workshop 
atmosphere. The only decorating compo-
nent consists in an elaborated embroidery 
applied on the stand’s hanging walls, which 
are composed by cotton stripes, made of 
used bakers t-shirts: An emblem for dili-
gence and passion.
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Scale 1:1
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Meals

The basic ingredients of the meals are as 
simple as butter and bread. To offer a small 
but balanced variety of flavors, a choice of 
five breads are combined with butter, enri-
ched by refind herbs, mushroms or vegeta-
bles.





Bread & Butter

1 Porcini Mushroom       
   Butter and Cedro 

2 Ricotta and Figs

3 Ziger (Glarner Herb Butter)      
   and Radish

4 Radish Butter and   
   Cucumber

5 Sweetcorn Butter and   
   Caper Fruits

1 Baguette

2 Fruit Bread

3 Spelt House Bread 

4 Rye Sourdough 
   House Bread

5 Zopf

Plain Butter Drinks

White Wine
Red Wine
Water sparkling
Water still
Coffee

Wheat white flour, water, sea salt, 
fresh yeast, wheat germs

Wheat white flour, water, organic walnut, dates, organic moun-
tain figs, organic apricot, plums, seasalt, homemade yeast

Spelt flour, water, spelt whole grain, sea salt, 
homemade yeast

Wheat brown flour, water, rye brown flour 43%, 
sea salt, homemade yeast

Plaited Loaf. Wheat white flour, water, organic butter, 
organic free-range eggs, sea salt, fresh yeast, organic raw 
cane sugar, organic wheat germs

bread of your choice with...


